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A Rule-Based Approach Founded on Description
Logics for Industry 4.0 Smart Factories

Georgios Kourtis, Evangelia Kavakli, and Rizos Sakellariou, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper develops a formal framework, founded
on description logics, to assist decision making in relation to the
manufacturing operation and control in modern enterprises that
stand to benefit from the transition to Industry 4.0. The objec-
tive is to provide sophisticated support to individuals making
decisions in the area of production operations management and
in particular production scheduling and material requirements
planning. Using this framework, the paper demonstrates an
approach to encode the domain knowledge of human experts
managing the production as sets of formal rules. These rules
can be implemented in an intelligent system that can assist
and empower human experts, reducing difficulty when making
decisions in complex manufacturing environments.

Index Terms—Industry 4.0, description logics, industrial pro-
duction modelling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern industrial production is undergoing radical changes,
due to the advent of new technologies such as cloud com-
puting [40], the Internet of Things [12], and cyber-physical
systems [27]. The emerging new ways of production are
usually classified under the term Industry 4.0 [20]. One
of the motivating challenges of Industry 4.0 is to provide
faster time to market while responding to a rise in consumer
demand. This requires an optimal utilization and orchestration
of industrial resources as well as quick response to disruptions
in production.

Traditionally, decision making in relation to production
and resource management relies on human experts who are
supported by specialized software, such as business processes
management [42], database and data analytics [30], or en-
terprise resource management software [14], [38]. Despite
the abundance of such software, the complexity of mod-
ern industrial tasks combined with an exponential growth
of available information related to production (e.g. due to
advances in computer-integrated manufacturing and cyber-
physical systems) makes it exceedingly difficult for humans
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to make optimal decisions. Nevertheless, the knowledge of
experts remains an indispensable part of production planning.
It is sensible, then, to consider whether the domain knowledge
of human experts responsible for organizing the production can
be systematized and incorporated into intelligent systems, so
as to enable sophisticated decision making in complex settings.

We argue that any attempt for a systematic representation of
the knowledge in the above domain would benefit from recent
advances in knowledge representation. For, any intelligent
system that aims to encapsulate human expert knowledge has
to be able to perform reasoning. Reasoning, in the context
of intelligent systems, is the process in which a system
automatically makes logical deductions based on rules and
facts in a given universe of discourse. In general, reasoning
problems are known to be among the hardest when it comes to
their computational complexity [7]. Thus, apart from providing
an effective way to represent and store knowledge, an ad hoc
intelligent system for the management of production also has
to implement an optimized reasoner, which is an error-prone
and difficult task [4], [5]. It is our view that to facilitate the
transition to the Industry 4.0 vision, manufacturing enterprises
can benefit from a generic, standardized formalism for the
description of their organizational structure with regard to
production. Most importantly, such a formalism could lay the
foundations for the implementation of an intelligent production
management system, i.e., a system capable of reasoning based
on facts and sets of predefined rules, an application area that
has not yet received much attention. Unfortunately, at the
moment, there is no widespread formalism of this kind.

Existing approaches (e.g. [8], [19], [29]) mainly focus
on describing the entities involved in production and their
interactions; that is, their main concern is modeling rather than
how modeling can enable reasoning. Although modeling is
helpful for humans to structure their understanding of a given
domain, it is not sufficient on its own to assist in decision
making. In this respect, the main focus in this paper is to
model knowledge in such a way that it enables reasoning.
Our intention is to lay the foundations for an automated
system which, based on predefined facts and rules set by
domain experts, can make logical deductions and, by those
deductions, assist decision making in a modern manufacturing
environment, also catering for situations of disruption in the
production or in the supply chain.

To this end, our contribution is twofold. First, we demon-
strate how to build a formal framework based on description
logics [4]. To keep the size of the problem manageable,
we limit our scope to two aspects of production manage-
ment, namely production scheduling and material requirements
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planning. Special attention is placed on the modeling of
the temporal progression of production, while the use of
description logics increases the practical effectiveness of the
proposed framework as it can be relatively easily implemented.
Second, we prescribe how to build, using the above formalism,
a knowledge base (comprising various facts and rules) based
on which a reasoner can derive, for a given production
environment, the actions that need to be performed at a given
point in time or in response to an event. Using our framework,
a manufacturing enterprise whose production is managed by
a team of experts can encode the domain knowledge of these
experts as sets of rules and, based on these rules, delegate
many important decisions to an intelligent system. Such deci-
sions may range from simple tasks (such as arranging to order
a material when it runs out) to complex responses to events
(such as dynamically distributing orders for a given material
to new suppliers when a given supplier is unable to fulfill a
request). The proposed approach consolidates and generalizes
the requirements of two end-users from the automotive and
the white goods sector in the context of the EU-funded
H2020 project DISRUPT1. The project aims to develop a
comprehensive data-driven solution for automated vertical and
horizontal integration, facilitating the transition into smart
manufacturing [25]. It has a specific focus on decision making
in case of disruptions in production.

Description logics [4] were chosen as the formal underpin-
ning of our approach because of their wide use in knowledge
representation. These languages are expressive enough to
model complex situations while retaining good practical per-
formance (and reasonable worst-case performance compared
to other expressive formal languages such as fragments of first-
order logic). They also support various query languages and
so-called justifications [21], i.e., human-readable explanations
of deduced facts. Thus, monitoring and understanding the
actions of an intelligent system based on description logics
is relatively straightforward. In addition, there is an ongoing
line of research to adapt description logics for reasoning with
uncertainty (probabilistic description logics [35]), which may
turn out to be useful in the industrial setting, as modern
production environments involve various degrees of uncer-
tainty, often making these environments hard to model with
deterministic formal languages.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II we discuss related, knowledge-driven approaches
to modeling various aspects of industrial production using
formal languages. Section III describes the abstract model of
production on which our approach is based and presents a
general architecture for the type of intelligent system that we
propose. Section IV demonstrates how to build a knowledge
base using the above formalism. Section V discusses how
to extend the above knowledge base with rules to form a
complete intelligent system and give some examples of rules
for three specific use cases. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper and discusses possible extensions of this research.

1http://www.disrupt-project.eu/

II. RELATED WORK

It has long been understood that the high complexity of
modern industrial tasks makes it exceedingly difficult for
humans to organize and supervise the production in modern
enterprise environments. As a result, there have been various
attempts to formalize different aspects of production, aiming
to assist humans in their decisions and also as a first step
towards automating human tasks. Yet, manufacturing decisions
still rely heavily on the knowledge of experienced engineers,
something that results in prolonged lead-time and increased
engineering costs [16]. It has also been reported that enter-
prises are often unaware of the extent of in-house knowledge,
whilst different sources of information regarding products,
processes, and resources are not effectively coupled [15].

Knowledge-driven approaches that adopt formal knowledge
models such as ontologies have been proposed as enablers of
intelligent decision making. Formal knowledge models provide
a shared vocabulary between distributed systems thus enabling
knowledge sharing and reuse. Furthermore, they support the
expression of domain specific rules that allows carrying out au-
tomated reasoning procedures on the specified knowledge [3],
[24], [41], [46]. As such, they are more powerful tools than the
conceptual schemas defined in industry standards (e.g. ISA-
95 [39]), which focus on the structure and not the semantics
of the manufacturing knowledge. Along these lines, a number
of publications report on the application of ontologies in
specific aspects of production, including: [17], [23], [43]–[45]
on supply chain management; [2] on supply chain deployment;
[11], [26], [32] on evolvable or reconfigurable production
systems or processes; [36] on telecommunications product
configuration; [31] on inter-enterprise collaboration; and [1] on
information interoperability (introducing MSDL, the Manufac-
turing Service Description Language). Although the proposed
approach has been informed by such works, it is not meant to
provide a generic production ontology, rather it is driven by
the specific requirements of our end-users.

In terms of modeling the whole production environment in
an enterprise using a formal framework, proposed approaches
include ADACOR [8], [9], [28], MASON [29], and ARUM
[19], [37]. ADACOR (ADAptive holonic COntrol aRchitec-
ture) enables the formal description of a production environ-
ment using sets of autonomous, cooperative ‘holons’ corre-
sponding to physical entities (e.g. machines or equipment)
and logical entities (e.g. orders). The foundational framework
for this formalism is first-order logic, which makes it hard
to use in an intelligent system because reasoning in first-
order logic is an undecidable problem (i.e., it is unsolvable
by computational means) [7]. In addition, even in restricted
cases where reasoning in first-order logic is possible, it is
hard to incorporate in it data types (to reason, for example,
about dates, numbers, etc.), thus making it unsuitable in
practice. MASON (MAnufacturing’s Semantics ONtology) is
an ontology aiming to formalize the entities, processes, and
resources involved in an enterprise production environment.
Its formal underpinning is the OWL Web Ontology Language
[18], which is founded on top of description logics. Thus,
this approach is close to the ideas underpinning our proposal.
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However, MASON focuses mainly on structural aspects of
production (e.g. the individual parts that constitute a product
or production operation), neglecting behavioral aspects such
as the temporal progression of production. As such it is not
suitable for modeling production scheduling. In addition, the
authors state that MASON has been used to automatically
estimate the cost of new products; reasoning on top of the
ontology is not a central consideration, which, in contrast, is
important to our paper.

ARUM (Adaptive Production Management) [19], [37] is a
project that aims to improve planning and control for industrial
tasks in the context of aircraft manufacturing. It incorporates
three main ontologies, the core ontology (aiming to describe
the main aspects of production), the scene ontology (aiming to
describe the state of production at a given point in time), and
the events ontology (aiming to describe the entities involved
in events related to production). Although this approach is
closer to ours compared to the first two (i.e., ADACOR and
MASON), there are differences that made it hard to adapt for
our purposes. In particular, ARUM ontologies are descriptive
in nature, in a sense that they provide the required means for
describing concepts used by operational planners and sched-
ulers. However, they do not aim to describe how, when, and
in what way scheduling and material requirements planning
takes place. In contrast, we attempt to formalize these issues
and even describe formally the interactions with scheduling
and material requirements planning software. Furthermore, we
aim to provide a formal framework that takes into account
the temporal progression of the production and describes
how the progression is affected by disruptions to scheduling
and material requirements planning. Finally, ARUM does not
incorporate rule reasoning to encode the domain knowledge
of experts.

III. ASSUMPTIONS AND MODEL OF PRODUCTION

This section describes an abstract model of production on
which the proposed approach is based and describes the high
level architecture of a system implementing our approach.
Recall from Section I that the aim is to develop a formal
framework which: (i) can effectively describe the structure of
production knowledge with an emphasis on scheduling and
material requirements planning aspects; (ii) can effectively
model the temporal progression of production; and (iii) is
practical and easy to implement.

The initial motivation for these requirements stems from our
involvement in the DISRUPT project and reflects the strategic
objective of the two end-user companies, namely “to improve
the ability to have the materials and capability to produce
without interruption”. In more detail, the first company is
an automotive manufacturer with multiple production sites
in several countries. Production planning and scheduling are
automated to a large degree according to the capabilities of
the current software configuration. However, disruptions in
either inbound logistics or production, such as stock-outs or
changes in the delivery of components, may affect the car
units produced per person hour, something that may prove
to be costly for the manufacturer. The actions to mitigate

these disruptions usually involve rescheduling the production
and rearranging/reviewing orders of materials. The second
company is a manufacturer of electronic boards used in several
plants that produce home appliances. Due to market-driven
requirements, there is great variability in the received orders
from customer plants. More specifically, the quantities can be
changed as well as the type of units requested. For example,
a new unit is often added in the same order a few days before
delivery time, or ‘urgent orders’ may appear at short notice.
As a result, production at the electronics factory needs to be
rescheduled frequently. A more elaborate description of the
two use cases and their requirements can be found in [13],
[33].

Taking into account the above, the following realistic as-
sumptions are made to build the knowledge base. These
assumptions are not meant to be generic; their main purpose
is to use them to illustrate the proposed formal framework.
Recall that, in the proposed framework, decision making that
can help take appropriate actions has a central position, both
in the level of modeling and in the level of reasoning.

(a) A manufacturing enterprise owns multiple factories (man-
ufacturing facilities) and each factory produces products
through production lines.

(b) Each production line involves certain machines, low level
equipment (tools), and personnel.

(c) Products are produced using parts and materials. The
parts are intermediate products produced by the enter-
prise; the materials are ordered from external suppliers.

(d) Products and parts, as well as materials that have been
delivered, are stored in warehouses (inventories).

(e) The production is centered around a production plan,
which is set by the management and dictates how many
units of each product must be produced on given dates.

(f) To organize the production, a production schedule is de-
rived from the production plan using scheduling software.
The schedule is maintained for a fixed time period of T
days. The schedule determines, for each day of this fixed
time period, the allocation of resources for the production
of a given family of products or parts.

(g) To accommodate the material requirements of the pro-
duction, orders of materials are arranged by specialized
software for material requirements planning.

(h) The production is supervised by a team of experts,
who are responsible for ensuring that everything goes
according to plan. It is also their responsibility to devise a
course of action in response to any disruption that arises
in production.

The role of the experts in the above model of production
is summarized in Fig. 1. In this case, the experts have a
central position, supervising and organizing the production
with the help of material requirements planning and scheduling
software (respectively, M.R. PLANNER and SCHEDULER in
Fig. 1); they are also responsible for devising an appropriate
action in response to an event.

The change that this paper advocates is shown in Fig. 2.
In this case, the knowledge base plays a central role: it is
responsible for arranging necessary actions at each point where
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EXPERTS

EVENT

M.R. PLANNER

SCHEDULER

ACTION

Fig. 1. Production wholly managed by a team of experts.

CONTROLLER

EVENT

KNOWLEDGE
BASE & RULES

M.R. PLANNER

SCHEDULER

ACTION

EXPERTS

Fig. 2. Production centered around a controller/knowledge base.

a decision has to be made. The way that the knowledge base
determines what needs to be done is by reasoning, based on
the facts it contains and a set of rules encoding the knowledge
of domain experts.

The interface between the knowledge base and other com-
ponents is the CONTROLLER. The controller updates the
knowledge base with the ‘state of the world’ at each point
in time, and is responsible for executing any action that the
knowledge base determines to be necessary. For example, the
knowledge base might determine that, given the circumstances
at a given point in time and based on the rules it must follow,
the production of a certain product must be rescheduled. Thus,
it is convenient to view the knowledge base and the controller
as a unit, hence the use of a thick double arrow connecting
these two components.

Experts in this model are responsible for setting and updat-
ing the rules of the knowledge base, and may not always be
directly involved in production management. For this reason,
the experts are depicted using dashed lines in Fig. 2. In special
cases, the experts are able to override the function of the
controller; this is also denoted in Fig. 2 with a double dashed
arrow connecting the experts and the controller.

IV. BUILDING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE

This section provides a high-level description of a knowl-
edge base corresponding to the description of the production
environment given in Section III. For our knowledge base,
we adopt the open-world assumption by standard convention.
Recall that a knowledge base consists of a set of terminological
axioms (called the TBox), a set of assertions (called the ABox),

and, often, in conjunction with these sets, a set of rules
(involving relevant terms and individuals) in an appropriate
language.

For a detailed example in RDF/XML syntax of our
knowledge base we refer to https://github.com/disrupt-
project/factory. This can be viewed in human-readable form
using Protégé2 or other such programs.

A. Basic concepts and roles

The first step towards building our knowledge base is the
identification of the entities involved in production and their
arrangement in a conceptual hierarchy. Based on the produc-
tion environment described in Section III, our knowledge base
features the following concepts. Note that these concepts are
not meant to be a substitute for comprehensive work such as
the ISA-95 standard [39] or other standardized activities [34].
These concepts are derived through our project requirements
analysis and they are supposed to provide a concise, yet
meaningful set to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed
framework in this paper. To a large extent they can be easily
mapped to the concepts of the ISA-95 standard as explained
next.

Factory Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to a factory, i.e., a physical, geo-
graphical, or logical grouping determined
by the enterprise.

Machine Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to a machine, i.e., a specific
type of automated resource with specific
capability.

Equipment Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to a piece of equipment, i.e., a
lower-level resource not defined in ISA-
95, might be a tool.

ProdLine Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to a production line, i.e., a series of
pieces of machines dedicated to the man-
ufacture of a specific number of products
or families of products.

Personnel Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to a person (worker), i.e., a human
resource with specific capability.

Material Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to (possibly raw) material that is
used in the production of a part or product.

Part Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to a part produced in a given
factory. Parts are used with materials when
producing products, they can be viewed as
intermediate materials.

Product Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to a final product.

2https://protege.stanford.edu

https://github.com/disrupt-project/factory
https://github.com/disrupt-project/factory
https://protege.stanford.edu
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Plan This concept is used to group individual
days of the monthly production plan for
any given factory.

Schedule This concept is used to group individual
days of the monthly production schedule
(i.e., the allocation of resources) for each
production line of any given factory.

Order This concept is used to track daily order
arrangements to enable the production of
a product or part in a given factory.

Event This concept is used to refer to events
happening (in production) on individual
days of a month.

Warehouse Each individual of this concept corre-
sponds to a warehouse.

We now introduce several roles for the formal description
of various basic aspects of the production. We start with
some abstract roles, which we use for a general description of
the production, i.e., the arrangement of machines, equipment,
and workers into production lines, and the dependencies for
products:

hasProdLine To specify the production lines in
a factory.

hasMachine To specify the machines used in a
production line.

hasEquipment To specify the equipment used in a
production line.

hasPersonnel To specify the personnel working
in a production line.

requiresPart To specify the parts required to
produce a certain product.

requiresMaterial To specify the materials required to
produce a certain product.

isAvailable To specify the availability of a
given machine, piece of equipment,
or person (worker).

producedIn To specify the production line in
which a product or a part is pro-
duced.

Using the above roles, the knowledge base (and, in partic-
ular, its TBox for the rest of this subsection) contains concept
inclusions specifying that: a factory contains at least one pro-
duction line; a production line consists of machines and also
utilizes equipment and workers; a product (or part) requires
parts and materials; materials, parts, and products are stored in
a warehouse; each material, piece of equipment, and personnel
has an ‘availability status’ which is of type boolean (i.e., it is
true or false). Fig. 3 contains a diagrammatic representation
of these inclusions (dashed lines represent optional roles).

The above inclusions give a qualitative description of the
production. For a quantitative description, i.e., for the material
requirements of products and the production schedule, we

Fig. 3. Concepts and roles involved in the production of products and parts.
Dashed lines indicate optional roles.

need to introduce some concrete roles. The first concrete roles
that we introduce are used to record how many parts and
units of materials a given product (or part) requires for its
production. To this end, suppose that a company C requires
for the production of its products the parts Part1, . . . ,Partζ
and the materials Mat1, . . . ,Matη . We introduce, for each i
(1 ≤ i ≤ ζ) and j (1 ≤ j ≤ η), the following roles:

requiredUnitsOfParti To specify the number of
units of the part Part i re-
quired for the production of
a given product.

requiredUnitsOfMaterialj To specify the number of
units of the material Matj
required for the production of
a given product.

inventoryUnitsOf To specify the number of
units of a product, part, or
material that are available in
the inventory.

Based on the above roles, the knowledge base contains
concept inclusions stating that each individual of the concept
Product (corresponding to a product) or Part (corresponding
to a part) has, for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ ζ), a data property
requiredUnitsOfParti of type integer, which we shall interpret
as the number of units of the part Part i required for the
production of the corresponding product or part; and, similarly,
the data property requiredUnitsOfMaterialj (1 ≤ j ≤ ξ)
records the number of units of the material Matj required for
the production of that product or part. Similarly, inclusions
involving the roles inventoryUnitsOf state that each product,
part, or material has a data property that records how many
units of this product, part, or material are in the inventory.
Fig. 4 contains a diagrammatic representation of these inclu-
sions.

As described in Section III, the production is organized
around a set of goals about how many units of each product
should be produced in any given factory. This set of goals
is set by management for every single day of a given month
and encoded in the knowledge base using individuals of the
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Fig. 4. Roles to describe the production in more detail.

concept Plan. Based on these goals, a production schedule
(which specifies the allocation of resources within each factory
for the production of a given product) arises as well as
a set of order arrangements to accommodate the material
requirements of the production schedule. The schedule and the
order arrangements are encoded in the knowledge base using
individuals of the Schedule and Order concepts, corresponding
to individual days of the schedule and order arrangements,
respectively.

We now introduce the roles to encode all the rele-
vant information for the concepts Plan, Schedule, and Or-
der. Supposing that the company produces the products
Prod1, . . . ,Prodξ and the parts Part1, . . . ,Partζ using the
materials Mat1, . . . ,Matη , we introduce for each i (1 ≤ i ≤
ξ), j (1 ≤ j ≤ ζ), and k (1 ≤ k ≤ η) the following roles:

produceUnitsProdi To specify the number of units
of the product Prod i that the
management wants to produce.

scheduleUnitsProdi To specify the number of units
of the product Prod i that need
to be scheduled.

scheduleUnitsPartj To specify the number of units
of the part Partj that need to be
scheduled.

schedStartTimeProdi To specify a start time for the
production of the product Prod i.

schedEndTimeProdi To specify an end time for the
production of the product Prod i.

schedStartTimePartj To specify a start time for the
production of the part Partj .

schedEndTimePartj To specify an end time for the
production of the part Partj .

orderUnitsMaterialk To specify the number of units
of the material Matk that must
be ordered.

Based on the above roles, the knowledge base contains
concept inclusions determining the possible data properties for
individual plan, schedule, and order days. In particular, it con-
tains inclusions stating that each individual plan day may have,
for each product Prod i, a data property produceUnitsProdi
of type number, which, as discussed above, is meant to
specify the number of units of the product Prod i that have
to be produced. The knowledge base also contains similar
inclusions for the data properties scheduleUnitsProdi and
scheduleUnitsPartj .

Additionally, the knowledge base contains inclusions as-
sociated with days of the production schedule that define
the data types of relevant data properties. Using these prop-
erties it is possible to specify a schedule to produce the
product Prod i (resp. the part Partj), in the form of (pos-
sibly multiple) intervals [start-time, end-time], where start-
time is of data type time and specified by the data property
schedStartTimeProdi (resp. schedStartTimePartj), and sim-
ilarly for end-time and the data property schedEndTimeProdi
(resp. schedEndTimePartj).

Finally, the knowledge base contains inclusions stating that
each individual order day may have, for each material Matk a
data property orderUnitsMaterialk of type number, which, as
discussed, is meant to specify how many units of the material
Matk must be ordered this day.

All the inclusions associated with the last set of roles
are depicted in Fig. 5. The properties depicted using dashed
lines are built with universal restrictions, thus they are not
mandatory; but, if they exist (for a given individual), their
corresponding data types must be as shown. Note that, in
the second sub-figure (in the middle), the arrows labeled with
ranges of indices (e.g. 1.. ξ) are not single arrows, but represent
families of arrows involving a different arrow for each of the
corresponding indices (each one pointing to a box labeled
‘integer’).

B. Operational workflow

In the architecture we propose (recall Section III), schedul-
ing is delegated to external scheduling software and ordering
materials is delegated to software for material requirements
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Fig. 5. Concepts and roles to describe the interaction with scheduling
and material requirements planning software. Dashed lines indicate optional
properties.

planning. The expected use of the last set of roles in the
previous section is the following:
(a) The roles produceUnitsProdi are used to express the

management’s intention to produce a certain number of
units of the corresponding product at a given set of days.

(b) This intention is realized as a production schedule gen-
erated by the scheduler. That the scheduler should be
invoked (for the corresponding product and with the aim
to schedule the given number of units) is signified by the
predicates scheduleUnitsProdi. Note that the scheduler
may also schedule the production of parts, as needed.
The scheduler, which is assumed to be external to our
framework software and can be viewed as a black box, is
called with the time needed to produce each product part
and its dependencies. Using this input as well as informa-
tion about machine configurations and their constraints,
the scheduler will use appropriate scheduling algorithms
to generate a plan [6], [10].

(c) If no conflicts arise during (b), the resulting
schedule is stored in the knowledge base using the
roles schedStartTimeProdi, schedEndTimeProdi,
schedStartTimeParti, and schedEndTimeParti.

(d) Further to (b) and (c), the intention to produce a given
product (and the parts that it requires) may necessitate
the ordering of materials. This task is delegated to the
material requirements planner, which arranges the corre-
sponding orders.

(e) If no conflicts arise during (d), the resulting set of
orders is stored in the knowledge base using the roles
orderUnitsMaterialk.

To make the knowledge base aware of possible conflicts in

the above process, we introduce the following roles:

successSchedProdi To signify the successful gener-
ation of the production schedule
for the production of Prod i on a
given day.

successSchedPartj To signify the successful gener-
ation of the production schedule
for the production of Partj on a
given day.

successOrderMaterialk To signify a successful comple-
tion of order arrangements of
Matk.

Based on the above roles, the knowledge base contains
concept inclusions stating that each day of the schedule may
have a data property signifying the successful completion of an
interaction with the scheduler (to schedule the production of
a product or part), and if this data property exists it is of type
boolean (i.e. true for success and false for failure); similarly,
each day of the concept Order (corresponding to orders) may
have a data property signifying the successful completion of
an interaction with a material requirements planner, and if this
data property exists it is of type boolean as above. To simplify
the ensuing analysis, we will assume that no failures occur
when interfacing external programs, although it is not hard to
incorporate possible failures in rules if one wishes to do so.

C. Individuals and assertions
As detailed in the previous section, the production within a

company of a particular type (as in Section III) can be formally
described in a knowledge base using various sets of concept
inclusions. These inclusions describe the individual entities
involved in production and how individuals of certain concepts
are expected to relate to individuals of other concepts. We now
start building the assertional part of such a knowledge base: we
introduce the individuals themselves for each concept defined
earlier and we define relations among those, thus completing
the knowledge base.

We start with the introduction of individuals. Let us take the
concepts in Section IV-A, one by one, for a given company
of interest, C.
• Factory: Suppose that C owns the factories F1, . . . , Fn

(n is a positive integer); for each factory Fϕ (1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n)
we introduce an individual Fϕ. Thus, the set

A0 = {Factory(Fϕ) | 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n},

contains the assertions that each of these individuals
belongs to the concept Factory.

• Machine: Suppose that each factory Fϕ (1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n)
contains the machines Mϕ

1 , . . . ,M
ϕ
µϕ

. Associating to each
of those machines an individual Mϕ

µ (1 ≤ µ ≤ µϕ), the
set

A1 = {Machine(Mϕ
µ) | 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n, 1 ≤ µ ≤ µϕ}

contains the assertions that each individual Mϕ
µ belongs

to the concept MFactoryϕ and, thus, corresponds to a
machine (namely, Mϕ

µ ) at the factory Fϕ.
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• Equipment: Suppose that each factory Fϕ owns the pieces
of equipment Eϕ1 , . . . , E

ϕ
νϕ (1 ≤ ν ≤ νϕ). As in the

above, the set

A2 = {Equipment(Eϕν ) | 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n, 1 ≤ ν ≤ νϕ}

contains the corresponding assertions.
• ProdLine: Suppose that the production lines in the factory
Fϕ are Lϕ1 , . . . , L

ϕ
λϕ

(1 ≤ λ ≤ λϕ). Then, the set

A3 = {ProdLine(Lϕλ) | 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n, 1 ≤ λ ≤ λϕ},

contains the corresponding assertions.
• Personnel: Suppose that the personnel working in produc-

tion at the factory Fϕ are Pϕ1 , . . . , P
ϕ
κϕ

(1 ≤ κ ≤ κϕ).
Then, the set

A4 = {Personnel(Pϕκ) | 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n, 1 ≤ κ ≤ κϕ},

contains the corresponding assertions.
• Material: Suppose that the materials used in production

at any factory of the company C are Mat1, . . . ,Matη .
Then, the set

A5 = {Material(Mati) | 1 ≤ i ≤ η},

contains the corresponding assertions.
• Part: Suppose that the parts used or produced at any

factory of the company C are Part1, . . . ,Partζ . Then,
the set

A6 = {Part(Parti) | 1 ≤ i ≤ ζ},

contains the corresponding assertions.
• Product: Suppose that the products produced by the

company C are Prod1, . . . ,Prodξ. Then, the set

A7 = {Product(Prodi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ ξ},

contains the corresponding assertions.
• Plan: Individuals of this concept correspond to individual

days within a fixed time period of T days (as described
in Section III) for each given factory. These days are
used to set the production goals (e.g. to produce 200
units of the product P25 at the factory F3 on the 18th
day of the production period) by the logistics team.
Thus, the plan for each factory Fϕ comprises T days
PDayϕ1 , . . . ,PDayϕT ; to these days we associate the
individuals PDayϕ1 , . . . ,PDay

ϕ
T , respectively. Then the set

A8 = {Plan(PDayϕj ) | 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ T},

contains the assertions that each PDayϕj corresponds to
a day (namely, PDayϕj ) of the production plan for the
factory Fϕ.

• Schedule: Individuals of this concept correspond to in-
dividual days within a fixed time period of T days (as
described in Section III) for each given factory. These are
used to set the production schedule for each production
day, i.e., to specify the allocation of production lines
for each product within any factory. Thus, if Fϕ is
a factory containing the production lines Lϕ1 , . . . , L

ϕ
`ϕ

,
the production schedule for each production line Lϕj
(1 ≤ j ≤ `ϕ) within a given factory Fϕ comprises T

days SPLineDayϕ,j1 , . . . ,SPLineDayϕ,jT ; to these days
we associate the individuals SDayϕ,j1 , . . . ,SDayϕ,jT , re-
spectively. Then the set

A9 = {Schedule(SDayϕ,jk )

| 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ `j , 1 ≤ k ≤ T},

contains the assertions that each SDayϕ,jk corresponds to a
day (namely, SPLineDayϕ,jk ) of the production schedule
for the line Lϕj in the factory Fϕ.

• Order: Individuals of this concept correspond to indi-
vidual days within a fixed time period of T days (as
described in Section III) for each given factory. These
days are used to arrange orders for the production of each
given factory. Thus, the order arrangements for each fac-
tory Fϕ consist of T days ODayϕ1 , . . . ,ODayϕT ; to these
days we associate the individuals ODayϕ1 , . . . ,ODay

ϕ
T ,

respectively. Then the set

A10 = {Order(ODayϕj ) | 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ T},

contains the assertions that each ODayϕj corresponds to
a day (namely, SDayϕj ) of order arrangements regarding
the factory Fϕ.

• Event: Individuals of this concept correspond to indi-
vidual days within a fixed time period of T days (as
described in Section III) for each given factory. These
days are used to specify events in production for each
given factory. Thus, the production for each factory Fϕ
consists of T days EDayϕ1 , . . . ,EDayϕT on each of which
multiple events can occur; to these days we associate the
individuals EDayϕ1 , . . . ,EDay

ϕ
T , respectively. Then the set

A11 = {Event(EDayϕj ) | 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ T},

contains the assertions that each EDayϕj corresponds to
a day (namely, EDayϕj ) on which multiple events can
occur regarding the production in the factory Fϕ.

• Warehouse: Suppose that C owns the warehouses
W1, . . . ,Wq (q is a positive integer); for each warehouse
Wi (1 ≤ i ≤ q) we introduce an individual Wi. Thus, the
set

A12 = {Warehouse(Wi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ q},

contains the assertions that each of these individuals
belongs to the concept Warehouse.

Let us now move to assertions about roles. For the rest of
the section, the ranges of the subscripts are as above. We first
turn our attention to roles associated with Fig. 3. Let A13 be
the ABox comprising the following assertions:
• hasProdLine(Fϕ, L

ϕ
λ ), if the factory Fϕ contains the pro-

duction line Lϕλ ;
• hasMachine(Lϕλ ,M

ϕ
µ), if the production line Lϕλ uses the

machine Mϕ
µ ;

• hasEquipment(Lϕλ ,E
ϕ
ν ), if the production line Lϕλ in-

volves the piece of equipment Eϕν ;
• hasPersonnel(Lϕλ ,P

ϕ
κ ), if Pϕκ works at the production line

Lϕλ ;
• requiresPart(Prodi,Partj), if Prod i requires Partj for

its production;
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• requiresMaterial(Prodi,Matj), if Prod i requires Matj
for its production;

• isAvailable(Mϕ
µ , true), if the machine Mϕ

µ is available,
isAvailable(Mϕ

µ , false) if not;
• producedIn(Prodi, L

ϕ
λ), if Prod i is produced in the pro-

duction line Lϕλ ; and
• producedIn(Parti, L

ϕ
λ), if Part i is produced in the pro-

duction line Lϕλ .

For the roles associated with Fig. 4, let A14 be the ABox
comprising the following assertions:

• requiredUnitsOfParti(Prodk, u) if Prodk requires u units
of Part i for its production;

• requiredUnitsOfParti(Partk, u) if Partk requires u units
of Part i for its production;

• requiredUnitsOfMaterialj(Prodk, u) if Prodk requires u
units of Matj for its production;

• requiredUnitsOfmaterialj(Partk, u) if Partk requires u
units of Matj for its production;

• inventoryUnitsOf(Prodi, u) (respectively
inventoryUnitsOf(Partj , u)), if there are u units of
Prod i (respectively Partj) in the inventory.

Finally, for roles produceUnitsProdi associated with Fig. 5,
let A15 be the ABox comprising the following assertions:
produceUnitsProdi(PDay

ϕ
t , u), if the management wants to

produce u units of Prod i on day t of the production month at
factory Fϕ. Recall, as discussed in Section IV-B, that the rest
of the roles shown in Fig. 5 are not to be used by humans:
they are set by the controller as a result of its interaction
with scheduling and material requirements planning software.
The same applies to the roles appearing in Section IV-B.)
Then, the ABox A = A0 ∪ · · · ∪ A15 contains the assertions
describing the whole production (with respect to our model;
recall Section III).

V. A PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT SCENARIO

In the previous sections we built the necessary formal
framework to define rules for production management. We
now develop a set of rules on top of this framework based
on realistic use cases. The rules are written in the SWRL
[22] language, which is very commonly used with description
logics. To save space, we prefix SWRL built-in functions with
‘:’ instead of ‘swrlb:’. We also remark that there are various
other languages for the specification of rules, as, for example,
SPIN 3 to represent SPARQL rules.

Let K be the knowledge base comprising the TBox de-
scribed in Section IV-A and the ABox A0 ∪ · · · ∪ A15 as
described in Section IV-C. All the following rules should be
used in conjunction with K. We remark that the rules written
below are not single rules, but families of rules for different
values of their indices (the ranges of the indices are as in
Section IV-C). The process of writing these rules is tedious,
but, at the same time, demonstrates the large number of cases
and interactions that human experts need to consider to make
decisions and, thus, the difficulty of this task.

3http://spinrdf.org/

Basic production management

When the management has set a plan to produce x units
of Prod i (1 ≤ i ≤ ξ) on day t (1 ≤ t ≤ T ) of the fixed
time period of T days (recall Section III) at the factory Fϕ
(1 ≤ ϕ ≤ n), the production of this product at the appropriate
production line Lϕλ (1 ≤ λ ≤ λi) must be scheduled to meet
this goal:

produceUnitsProdi(PDay
ϕ
t , ?x) ∧ producedIn(Prodi, L

ϕ
λ)

→ scheduleUnitsProdi(SDay
ϕ,λ
t , ?x).

Further, the orders of necessary materials must be arranged.
That is, for each material Matk (1 ≤ k ≤ η), if the production
of Prod i requires Matk, the required number of units for that
material must be ordered:

produceUnitsProdi(PDay
ϕ
t , ?x)

∧ requiresMaterial(Prodi,Matk)

∧ requiredUnitsOfMaterialk(Prodi, ?u)

∧ :multiply(?xTimesU, ?x, ?u)

→ orderUnitsMaterialk(ODay
ϕ
t , ?xTimesU).

The production of Prod i may also require the production of
parts. Thus, the production of the necessary parts must be
arranged. That is, for each part Partj (1 ≤ j ≤ ζ), if Prod i
requires Partj , then Partj must also be produced:

produceUnitsProdi(PDay
ϕ
t , ?x)

∧ requiresPart(Prodi,Partj)

∧ requiredUnitsOfPartj(Prodi, ?u)

∧ :multiply(?xTimesU, ?x, ?u)

→ produceUnitsPartj(PDay
ϕ
t , ?xTimesU).

Just like with products, each part Partj (1 ≤ j ≤ ζ) that
is to be produced must be scheduled for production at the
appropriate production line Lϕλ :

produceUnitsParti(PDay
ϕ
t , ?x) ∧ producedIn(Parti, L

ϕ
λ)

→ scheduleUnitsParti(SDay
ϕ,λ
t , ?x).

In addition, the production of a part may require certain
materials to be ordered and other parts (recursively) to be
produced. For each material Matk (1 ≤ k ≤ η), if the
production of Partj requires Matk, the required number of
units for that material must be ordered:

produceUnitsPartj(PDay
ϕ
t , ?x)

∧ requiresMaterial(Partj ,Matk)

∧ requiredUnitsOfMaterialk(Partj , ?u)

∧ :multiply(?xTimesU, ?x, ?u)

→ orderUnitsMaterialk(ODay
ϕ
t , ?xTimesU).

For each part Partj′ (1 ≤ j′ ≤ ζ), if Partj requires Partj′ ,
then Partj′ must also be produced:

produceUnitsPartj(PDay
ϕ
t , ?x)

∧ requiresPart(Partj ,Partj′)
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∧ requiredUnitsOfPartj′(Partj , ?u)

∧ :multiply(?xTimesU, ?x, ?u)

→ produceUnitsPartj′(PDay
ϕ
t , ?xTimesU).

Note that we have now handled (recursively) all possible
requirements for the production.

Disruptions in inbound logistics

An important source of disruptions is related to inbound
logistics. These are handled by a (dedicated to this task) human
expert, whose responsibility is to ensure the timely delivery
of components to the lineside. This person’s work is to update
delivery plans (up to several times per day) in case of events
occurring in supplier production and transportation. The most
common events related to a supplier’s production are delays
as well as availability, quantity, and quality issues. When the
production of a certain component is delayed, the component
is not available (either at all or at the required quantity), or
its production quality is not as expected, the expert picks an
appropriate supplier as a replacement (using the SAP® ma-
terial requirements planner) and reschedules the production if
necessary. Common events related to transportation include
vehicle breakdown, delay, and errors in delivery. Based on
experience and with the help of the appropriate software (as
above), the expert selects another carrier and/or reschedules
the production.

To automate the above decisions, we assume that an in-
tegrated cyber-physical system [27] provides data to track
delays as well as availability, quality, and/or quantity issues
on behalf of each supplier, and, in addition, movement of
track delivery vehicles and their deliveries. We assume that
the knowledge base has access to such data through certain
predefined roles. For example, in the following set of rules
we use the roles supplierDelayMatk (1 ≤ k ≤ η), which we
assume track (through access of collected data) delays on a
supplier’s production of Matk (1 ≤ k ≤ η).

Suppose that Prod i (1 ≤ i ≤ ξ) requires material Matk
(1 ≤ k ≤ η); then the rule

produceUnitsProdi(PDay
ϕ
t , ?u)

∧ requiresMaterial(Prodi,Matk)

∧ supplierDelayMatkODay
ϕ
t , ?d)

→ scheduleUnitsProdi(SDay
ϕ,λ
t , ?u)

states that if there is a delay on behalf of the supplier of a
required material for the production of a given product, then
the production of that product must be rescheduled. This in-
cludes possibly ordering the material from a different supplier
if necessary, something decided by the material requirements
planner. And, similarly, for parts:

produceUnitsPartj(PDay
ϕ
t , ?u)

∧ requiresMaterial(Partj ,Matk)

∧ supplierDelayMatk(ODay
ϕ
t , ?d)

→ scheduleUnitsProdi(SDay
ϕ,λ
t , ?u).

In an analogous manner, one can write similar rules to
handle possible availability, quantity, or quality issues on
behalf of the supplier, as well as transportation delays.

Disruptions in production scheduling

Another important source of disruptions is related to pro-
duction scheduling. Such disruptions are handled by a human
expert (different to the one handling disruptions in inbound
logistics), who is responsible for the production scheduling of
a whole plant. This person’s job is to replan (possibly several
times per day) the sequence of vehicles going through body-in-
white, painting, and assembly. The sequence break (‘rottura
sequenza’) is motivated by process events such as machine
breakdown, unscheduled maintenance, software problems, etc.

According to the above, suppose that Prod i (1 ≤ i ≤ ξ)
is produced at production line Lϕλ of the factory Fϕ, and that
machine Mϕ

µ becomes unavailable. Then, the rules

produceUnitsProdi(PDay
ϕ
t , ?u) ∧ producedIn(Lϕλ ,Prodi)

∧ hasMachine(Lϕλ ,M
ϕ
µ) ∧ isAvailable(Mϕ

µ , false)

→ scheduleUnitsProdi(SDay
ϕ,λ
t , ?u)

and

produceUnitsParti(PDay
ϕ
t , ?u) ∧ producedIn(Lϕλ ,Parti)

∧ hasMachine(Lϕλ ,M
ϕ
µ) ∧ isAvailable(Mϕ

µ , false)

→ scheduleUnitsParti(SDay
ϕ,λ
t , ?u)

state that if a machine becomes unavailable, the products and
parts produced at the production line to which that machine
belongs must be rescheduled. We assume that the scheduler
can take the availability of machines into account by accessing
the isAvailable property. Similar rules can be written to handle
additional disruptions like the ones mentioned above.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The paper has demonstrated that it is possible to develop a
formal framework for describing the organizational structure
of production in modern manufacturing enterprises, with an
emphasis on production scheduling and material requirements
planning, and which can lay the foundations for an intelligent
system that encodes the domain knowledge of experts as
sets of rules. Such a system can be an invaluable tool in
helping humans manage the complexities of decision making
in modern production scenarios. The rules provided in this
paper only cover a small spectrum of the potential of such
a framework. The underlying concepts may form a basis
to investigate the possibility of extending coverage to other
production management activities. Although a complete set
of rules for a modern manufacturing enterprise could easily
consist of thousands of rules, it may be the case that many
of these rules would be instances of a much smaller set of
distinct classes of rules.

One the other hand, it is recognized that building a system
based on the proposed framework may have a significant initial
cost. Some of the framework’s expressiveness may have to be
compromised to reduce the overall complexity of reasoning;
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for example, a fixed time period helps dealing with temporal
properties without resorting to temporal logics. In addition,
determining what aspects of production management may have
to be given priority when building the system’s formalism
may, in general, be challenging. The counter-argument is that
for specific scenarios, as the ones discussed in the paper,
the proposed framework may empower decision makers when
facing complex decision making processes. In this direction,
an important extension of this research would be to incorporate
reasoning under uncertainty. Indeed, the framework presented
in this paper can only handle definitive knowledge. However,
in modern production, one cannot always make definitive
statements about the state of a given system. As humans
have difficulties with uncertain reasoning, the proposed system
could be adapted to include rules capturing uncertain knowl-
edge. As mentioned in Section I, there are various interesting
results and research directions regarding, for example, proba-
bilistic description logics, and, in this connection, our research
could provide a bridge towards production management under
uncertainty.
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